Abstract: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is originally used to observe the sample surface, and then extended to the area of nano-manipulation. It can be quite valuable in the further study of maneuvering nano-particles. Because of the influence of the tip morphology on the tip pushing direction, it is difficult to establish an effective operating model for stably manipulating nanoparticles with controllable manipulation results. To resolve this problem, the acting force of manipulating the nano-particle is analyzed firstly based on the least action principle. Then the influence of the contact point between the nano-particle and the tip is taken into account on the pushing direction, and manipulation of the nano-particle is modeled to predict its position after manipulation. Next, the model parameter is calibrated through several tests. Finally, the proposed model is verified by assembling the nano-structure. The experimental results illustrate that the model can effectively predict the nano-particle position after maneuvering , and can improve the manipulation efficiency.
Introduction
As high and innovative technologies, fabrication and assembly of Micro/Nano devices are followed with great interest and studied earnestly. It performs manufacturing, processing and assembling at atom and molecular scale [1] [2] [3] . Currently there are several kinds of acting mechanisms to implement nano-manipulation. Among these methods, atom force microscopy (AFM) is widely used to achieve observation and maneuvering, because it has high-resolution, high-accuracy and robust controllability [4] [5] [6] [7] . AFM exerts mechanical action on the maneuvered object through their contact between the object and AFM tip, and the tip morphology has a great influence on the contact position. And the analysis of these interaction forces at nano-scale is under study. It is difficult to establish a accurate manipulation model. In addition, AFM cannot perform maneuvering with simultaneous imaging. Double tip mechanism that appears recently can observe with simultaneous maneuvering, but its control frame consists of complicated structure, and is by far researched in the laboratory. Furthermore, conventional optical microscopy is constrained by the observation resolution more than ~200nm, thus it cannot monitor AFM nano-manipulation in real-time. Generally, the maneuvering region needs imaging again with several scanning lines after nano-manipulation. Therefore, maneuvering model should be established for promoting maneuver accuracy, reducing scanning time and improving nano-manipulation efficiency.
Firstly, Falvo analyzed a sliding and rolling procedure according to the experimental results in maneuvering the nano-rod [8] . Then Sitti M. establishes a dynamic model including several kinds of motion state based on the analysis of pushing, shear and friction forces. He notes that the rolling phenomena of the nanoparticle cannot happen when its radius is less than 1μm, and sliding friction should be regarded as major factor between the nanoparticle and the substrate [9] [10] [11] . Because it is difficult to calibrate the model parameters, Suenne K.et al adopts a method of planning the maneuvering trajectory of the AFM tip to develop a new nano-system with virtual visual feedback [12, 13] . Recently, Fakhreddine Landolsi et al proposed Bristle and Lugre model by studying the friction viscous action on the foundation of Maugis-Dugdale, and analyzed the stick-slip at nano-scale to provide guidelines for nanomanipulation [14, 15] .Additionally, there are many other methods for modeling nano-manipulation, these methods mainly analyse the interactions among AFM tip, nanoparticle and substrate [16] [17] [18] .
Based on the abovementioned studies, especially the research work of Sitti M., the rolling phenomenon could not be taken into account in the nano-manipulation, and during which the nanoparticle movement can be regarded as translation and rotation. Based on this condition, our establish nano-manipulation model by using least action principle with considering the contact position between the tip and nanoparticle. Because there is no analytic solution of modeling equation for calculating rotation center of the nano-particle, numerical methods such as Monte-Carlo and Runge-Kutta are used for solving equation and obtaining the maneuvered position of the nanoparticle. The parameters in the model are calibrated through several tests.The Proceedings of the 36th Chinese Control Conference July 26-28, 2017, Dalian, China simulations and experiments illustrate the validity of nanomanipulation model. The details are as follows: In Section II , the interaction force between nanoparticle and tip is analyzed. In Section III, least action principle based nano-manipulation model is described. The rotation centre of nano-particle is proved to be on the line across the particle center and perpendicular to the manipulation direction. Then the modeling equation is established for estimating the maneuvered position of the nanoparticle. According to the contact position between the nanoparticle and the tip, the manipulation direction is calculated with the consideration of the friction among the tip, nanoparticle and substrate. These parameters are calibrated by using several experiments. In section IV, the proposed method is validated through simulation and corresponding experiments which are performed by manipulating the nanoparticle and constructing a nanostructure. In Section V, the conclusions are drawn.
Analysis of Interaction Force between Nanoparticle and Tip
When AFM tip pushes the nanoparticles on the substrate, several frictional reactions such as adhesion, translation, scrolling and sliding (including translation and rotation) occur under the action of frictional force. These frictional reactions are mainly determined by the force of pushing the tip, the friction between the nanoparticle and the substrate, the friction between the tip and the nanoparticles.
Action Force Analysis for Manipulating Nanoparticle
Action force analysis of nanoparticle is shown in Fig.1(a) . Fig. 1(b) is a plan view of the tip pushing the nanoparticle. In Fig. 1 , Fx is the pushing force of the tip applied in the horizontal direction. fθ is component force exerted by Fx and Fz along the tangential direction of the contact point between the tip and particle. f1 is the friction relative to the substrate. f2 is the friction between the tip and the nanoparticle. and it can be represented by τ•δ (τ is the shear stress of the nanoparticle and tip, δ is the contact area between them). Mroll is the rolling friction torque.
Adhesion: if Fx < f1 and fθ < f2, there is no relative motion when the nanoparticle moves against the tip and the substrate.
Translation: if Fx > f1 and fθ < f2 the nanoparticle does not move relative to the tip, but slides against the substrate.
Rolling: if (f1 -f2) * R > Mroll and fθ >f2 the nanoparticles will roll on the substrate. The rolling friction torque Mroll mainly depends on the interaction force between the nanoparticle and the substrate. Because there is a water film between the nanoparticle and the substrate, the rolling friction will increase significantly when the nanoparticle radius is relatively small. If nanoparticle radius is less than 1μm, rolling phenomenon does not happen, it was mentioned in the Sitti' paper [10] . The nanoparticle radius used in this paper is ~ 200nm, so there is no rolling. Fig. 1 The interaction force analysis for manipulating nanoparticle Rotation: if Fx y0 ≥ Mroll, a rotation occurs along the z-axis direction, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) .
At nano-scale, sliding is a major movement while pushing the nanoparticle, also translation and rotation occur. When the nanoparticle is moving, its rotation center is changing too. However, if a movement step is divided into multiple tiny motion stage with a short time, the rotation center and the rotation speeds in each tiny stage can be regarded as constant values. So it can be considered that the nanoparticle performs uniform circular motion under tip maneuvering for one tiny stage. If the rotation center of the nanoparticle in each tiny movement can be calculated, we can obtain the position of the nanoparticle in each movement.
Friction Analysis
Studies have shown that the friction of the contact surface between the nanoparticles and the substrate plays a significant role in the AFM nanoparticle manipulation. The selection of friction model will affect the accuracy of manipulation model. In this paper, water film between the nanoparticle and the substrate has great influence on manipulation. The viscous force of water film is a major part of surface friction. The friction consists of two parts: coulomb friction and viscous friction. Viscous friction is related to the nanoparticle velocity, and it is expressed as following:
where, f is the friction between the nanoparticle and the substrate; fc is the coulomb friction and it is a constant value; c is the viscous friction coefficient; V is an unit point speed in the contact surface.
Least
Action Principle based
Nanomanipulation
The least action principle is a very important method to describe the role of the objective laws in physics world. French physicist Maupertuis has extended the principle to a lot of universality and has explained a variety of physical phenomena by using this principle: from a certain point of view, by comparing all kinds of possible movement of the object (the functioned object), the actual movement of the object can be calculated through seeking minimum value of the action quantity. The movement satisfied the minimum action is the actual process of the object. Due to symmetry, conservation law and the causality law, the least action principle indirectly unified natural laws of the objective world.
Rotation Centre Analysis of Nano-particle in Manipulation
Through analyzing the action force of the nanoparticle, the balance equation between the push torque and the friction torque is established in nanomanipulation with uniform and slow speed, we can obtain the dynamics equation about the rotation center. Meanwhile, the rotation center must be on the line l which is passing through the nanoparticle center and perpendicular to the pushing direction see Fig. 2 .
Assumed rotation centre Assumed rotation centre Assumed rotation centre Nano-particle Fig. 2 (b) represents the torque analysis chart of any tiny unit in the contact surface. Point C is selected on the center line l, and the distance between the center point and point C is equal to the distance between the center point and point A. The friction torque of C as the instantaneous center of rotation is equal to the friction torque of A:
According to that, the pushing torque is equals to friction torque:
Where R represents the radius of the contact surface; F0a represents pushing force; d represents the distance from the center point to the push direction; s represents the distance from the center point to the instantaneous center of rotation; f is the friction force of the unit point in the contact surface ;
La is the distance between the unit point in the contact surface and the instantaneous center of rotation A or C; r is the distance from the center point to the unit point; h is the distance between the center point and the instantaneous center of rotation A or C. 2) Supposing point B in the center line is the instantaneous center of rotation(see Fig. 4(c) ), Pushing torque is
Friction torque is
According to that the above mentioned, the pushing torque is equal to the friction torque (see Fig 4(d) )
then it can be derived as following:
Where F0b represents pushing force; Lb is the distance between the unit point in the contact surface and the instantaneous center of rotation B.
According to the least action principle minimizing the pushing force, when a rotary center A is not in the center line, there is always a point B used as the instantaneous center in the center line, which makes the pushing force smaller. Therefore, the instantaneous center of rotation must be in the center line acrossing the center point and perpendicular to the pushing direction.
Modeling of Nano-particle manipulation
When the nanoparticle is pushed, it will do rotating and translating motion. As for a tiny step, the nanoparticle can be considered doing uniform circular motion. Therefore, when the pushing direction approaches closer to the center, the rotary center would be further away from the center point see Fig. 3 (a) . Based on the above-mentioned law and torque balance rule, we could establish a kinematics model by analyzing manipulation of the nanoparticle in one tiny step. The rotation center is Considered as the coordinate origin to establish the coordinate system, x-axis positive direction is consistent with the pushing direction. Then the pushing torque is defined as follows:
In Fig. 3(b) , we add the auxiliary line l1 which is paralleled to the x-axis and passing through the center point. In the equation, Mp represents the pushing torque; F is the pushing force; d is the distance from the contact point between the tip and the nanoparticle to l1; s is the distance from the rotary center to the center point.
By doing integral operation for the unit point in the contact surface, we can obtain the frictional torque of the contact surface as Eq. 12
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Where f is the friction of the unit point, L is the distance from the unit point to the rotation center; ω is the angular velocity of the unit point; v is the push speed. The torque balance equation can be expressed as: 
When the nanoparticle is moving from its rest state, the force in Eq. 19 reaches its minimum for manipulation in analysis according to the least action principle. And the nanoparticle is considered keeping constant motion. The differential operation of F in Eq. 19 is used to calculate the position of the rotation center with guaranteeing the minimum force F. 0 dF ds (20) After the differential operation, the equation don't get its analytical solution. Here the Monte Carlo method and the Runge-Kutta numerical method are used to calculate the rotation center position during manipulation.
Estimation of Manipulation position of Nano-particle
Because the pushing direction of the tip and the tip shape have significant impacts on the direction of the resultant force on the nanoparticle, we need to consider the relationship between them in the simulation and experiment.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the tip shape is assumed to be a circle, the nanoparticle is pushed in the horizontal direction, and the resultant force on the nanoparticle is marked as vector ON, which is the composite vector of vector OA (the tangential direction of the contact point between the tip and the nanoparticle) and vector OB (the OB direction which is passing through the nanoparticle center) shown in Fig.4 . If the tip and the nanoparticles are both smooth surface, the direction of the resultant force will be consistent with the pushing direction along the direction of OB. But in actual situation, there is a friction force f in OA between the tip and the particle. f and push force F make the resultant force along the ON direction. Where ON is the joint force, f is the frictional force between the tip and the nanoparticle, F is the positive pressure appling to the nanoparticles by the tip, and it relates to the tip speed V. Based on the parallelogram principle, we can obtain the resultant force ON between the friction force and the pushing force. 
Where μ is the static coefficient of friction between the nanoparticles and the tip; μ0 and μ1 are the viscous friction coefficients between the nanoparticles and the tip , and they are related to the tip moving speed, μ2 is the ratio of μ0 and μ1.
Based on Eq. 24, we can get two parameters μ and μ2 , which describe the relationship between the friction f and the pushing force F, and ultimately determine the direction of the resultant force ON. Then based on the proposed model, we can get the location of nanoparticles after manipulation under resultant force ON along its direction. In the simulation, parameters μ and μ2 have great impacts on the simulation results. Where μ is the friction coefficient between nanoparticles and tip, this value is referred in [19] . In the experiments, the parameter μ2 can be calibrated based on the manipulation results.
Simulations and Experiments
On the basis of the kinematic model, the numerical method is used to solve the equation and calculate the rotation center s. Meanwhile the nanoparticle position on the trajectory is simulated. Since the contact point between the probe and particles will vary with their relative position changing, we locate the initial coordinates of nanoparticle and probe, and calculate the distance d from the contact point to the line l1, then the position of the rotation center s can be obtained through the kinematic model. Assuming that the pushing speed is 1000nm per second, and each step is 10nm, the nanoparticle movement can be regarded as rotation around the fixed rotation center during one step, then the nanoparticle position after manipulation will be estimated based on its rotation.
Simulation Analysis
The contact point position between the tip and the nanoparticle in the new position is iteratively updated in each simulation step, and the rotation center is also calculated at the same time. Different positions of the nanoparticle can be estimated during manipulation with continuous push steps in each time. Then these positions are used to fit the motion trajectory.
There are two cases during pushing the nanoparticle, i.e the tip is/isn't departing from the nanoparticle. As shown in Fig. 5(a)(b) , two groups of simulation experiments are carried out. The initial position of the nanoparticle is set as the origin of coordinate frame, and the initial position of the tip is given, then the nanoparticle is pushed with distance 500nm in the vertical upward direction. In Fig. 5 , two solid line circulars represent the initial positions of the tip and the nanoparticle respectively, two dashed circles represent the final positions of the tip and the nanoparticle after manipulation with distance 500nm.
The tip position in which the tip just come into contact with nanoparticle is marked as a red point (the point is on the initial position of the nanoparticle along the pushing direction), where the actual manipulation begins. As for each step in pushing simulation, the rotation center of the nanoparticle during the movement is considered remaining constant. After pushing with distance 500nm, the nanoparticle position is calculated.
In Fig. 5(b) , the case that the tip is departing from the nanoparticles position (when the horizontal distance between the tip position and the nanoparticle position is 80nm) under the same conditions is shown. The simulation results show that when the tip keeps contact with the nanoparticle, the offset interval of the nanoparticle from pushing direction under dx=10 is less than the value under dx=80 after pushing with the same distance. That is to say, the shorter the horizontal interval between the pushing direction and the nanoparticle center is, the smaller the offset distance from the nanoparticle to pushing direction is.
In Fig. 5(b) , because the horizontal interval between the nanoparticle center and the pushing direction becomes greater, the tip is easily departing from the nanoparticle. When the tip is at the position A in Fig. 5 (b) , the tip is tangent to the nanoparticle edge. If the tip continuously push the nanoparticle, will depart from the nanoparticle and move upward, while the nanoparticle will remain at the last contact position.
Parameter Calibration
To obtain the rotation center position of the proposed model, we need to know the equation parameters . The parameter fc and c can be obtained on literature [20] , and the parameters μ2 will be calibrated through the experiments in this paper. In the calibration experiments, different pushing distances are chosen for manipulation under the same speed and conditions. Then the nanoparticle position is recorded and analyzed by adjusting the equation parameters μ2 to minimize the difference between the experiments and simulation for improving the manipulation model validity.
In the calibration experiment, two kinds of experiments are performed with two cases: dx = 20nm and dx = 80nm with the same pushing distance 600nm. In each group, the nanoparticle is pushed several times under the same condition. Its position before manipulation is set to the origin (0,0), and maneuvered positions are stochastically counted, shown as the black points in Fig.6 . And the mean value is calculated as the blue points marked with r0. The four points marked as r1, r2, r3, r4 are simulation results corresponding to the parameter μ2 of 0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9 respectively. The simulation results show that the larger the parameters μ2 is, the smaller the offset interval from pushing direction is. In Fig. 6(a) , points such as r1, r2 were dropped away because of large deviations, and the positions of r3 and r4 are relatively closer to the point r0. The other group with dx = 80nm is added with a mean value marked as r0 in Fig.6(b) . The simulation results are marked as r1, r2, r3, r4 in Fig. 6(b) . By contrasting the experimental and simulation results in Fig.  6 (a) and (b), r3 is the closest point to r0. Thus we select μ2=0.7 in the proposed model to perform simulation for the tip pushing nanoparticle. In the simulation experiment, the abovementioned parameters have significant impacts on the operation results. Additionally the effective radius of the tip and the nanoparticles, and the step size of simulation also affects the model accuracy. Based on the tip shape obtained in the literature [21] , and the distance Z between the tip and the nanoparticles, we can get the contact position of the tip and the nanoparticles, and then further evaluate the effective radius of them.
Experimental Validation
After the parameters are obtained in the model, the simulation is performed. In Fig. 7 , the blue point at position (0,0) represents the nanoparticle position before manipulation, the black dots represent the nanoparticle positions after manipulation. The point r0 is the mean position of the experimental points, and used as the referred standard. The red point r3 is the simulation result after calibrating the parameters. Fig. 7(a) , (c) are the abovementioned results in Fig. 6 , and another group datas are added to validate calibration with push distance: 400nm and dx = 20nm in Fig. 7 (b) . (um) (um) (um) Fig.7 The contrasting results between the experiments and simulation. (a) and (c) are the experimental results for finding appropriate value 0.7 of μ2 in Fig. 6 , and (b) as another group data is added to illustrate validity of μ2 value as 0.7 with push distance: 400nm and dx = 20nm.
The experimental results illustrate that the manipulation model of the nanoparticles can effectively estimates the particle position after maneuvering. Based on the abovementioned model, this work in further build a nanostructure. Fig. 8(a) shows the positions of the nanoparticles before manipulation. The eight polygon structure is obtained by using continuous maneuvering in Fig. 8(b) . These results furtherly validate the efficiency of the proposed model. 
Conclusions
Nano-manipulation is a key technology for micro/nano device fabrication and assembly, but it is difficult to establish the valid maneuvering model. This paper analyzes the force interaction and movement of the nanoparticle by performing indentation and nano-manipulation for establishing the model. On the basis of least action principle, certain constraint is found that rotation center of nanoparticle is on the line across the particle center and perpendicular to the manipulation direction. As for the estimation of action force direction between the nanoparticle and the tip during manipulation, the relation of the pushing direction and resultant force direction is analyzed, and then the dynamic model is established for estimating the maneuvered position by using numeric method. The simulation is performed including that the nanoparticle position is changing and fitted into a moving trajectory. Two different cases for pushing the nanoparticles are considered in the experiments. One group of experiments is used for calibrating the model parameters according to the maneuvered positions of the nanoparticles. The other group of experiments are performed for validating the parameters estimation. Finally, a structure of an eight polygon is constructed by pushing the nanoparticle for illustrating the method validity.
